
BRAND DETAILS 
Sizes                 750mL                      1.5L                            3L 
Case:                12 bottles                 3 bottles                     1 bottle 

DISTINCTIVE ELEGANCE IN EVERY SIP 
• Award-Winning Excellence: Celebrated with 90 points from Wine 

Enthusiast and 91 points from Tasting Panel, Notorious Pink is a rosé 
that stands out in its class. 

• Pride of the South of France: Crafted from 100% Grenache, a true 
reflection of the region's rich winemaking heritage. 

• Captivating Hue: Dressed in a delicate blush pink, it's a visual and 
sensory delight. 

• A Symphony of Aromas: A blend of citrus and red fruit notes dance in 
harmony, creating an enticing aromatic profile. 

• Crisp and Refreshing: Its mineral character adds a crisp, invigorating 
finish. 

• Versatile Pairing: Perfectly complements seafood, vegetables, pastas, 
and poultry, making it a flexible choice for any culinary occasion.

TASTING NOTES 

Aroma: Ripe peaches, plums, and lavender. Notes of pear and orange with a hint of honey, 
floral and herbal nuances. 

Palate: Melon and white raspberry, followed by underripe strawberry, peach, and pear. 
Complemented by crisp acidity and a well-balanced body. 

Finish: Grapefruit, stewed apples and a whisper of spice woven into a gentle, lengthy finish. 

ABV 11.5%
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A Rosé of Distinction 

Noteworthy Craftsmanship: 

From sun-kissed vineyards in the South of France, Notorious Pink is a 
testament to the art of rosé winemaking. Crafted exclusively from 100% 
Grenache, demonstrating a commitment to quality and tradition. Our time-
honored techniques result in a wine that embodies the perfect blend of modern 
sophistication and classic style. 

Vibrant Sensory Experience: 

Radiant pink hue, a symbol of its refined elegance. The bouquet is a lush 
tapestry of red fruits, including strawberries, white raspberries, and cherries, 
interwoven with notes of cherry, pear, apple, finished by refreshing citrus. The 
wine's floral undertones and a subtle minerality add layers to its aromatic 
complexity.  

Unlike many French rosés, Notorious Pink achieves a harmonious balance, 
offering a dry profile with an approachable character, making it a sophisticated 
yet accessible choice for a wide range of palates. Its versatility shines when 
paired with a range of dishes, from fresh cheeses and salads to poultry and 
seafood, making it a delightful choice for any occasion and season.

90 
POINTS


